
The opinion journal of Cardus, serving Christian leaders and culture makers with rooted, fresh ideas for the faithful 
practice of North American public life.

Quarterly print edition, and weekly online offerings.

Print: 2,000—30% Canadian, 70% American.
Online: 19,000 pageviews per month.

Comment aspires to honest, humble thought; clear, simple writing; and courteous, civil dialogue. Comment does not 
aspire to trendiness, but rather to serious reasoning underpinned by a Biblical view of the world. As an opinion journal, 
Comment also does not publish journalistic reporting, but does seek thoughtful, honest discussion. 

Comment adheres to style guidelines set forth in the Chicago Manual of Style. Authors are asked to use Canadian 
spellings, which are roughly a hybrid of British and American spellings. So “neighbourhood” and “honour,” but “realize” 
and “civilize.” We reserve the right to edit occasionally based on caprice. 
If in doubt, consult this handy web guide: www.luther.ca/~dave7cnv/cdnspelling/cdnspelling.html

Endnotes will not be published. Footnotes may occasionally be used to make asides, but may be edited out. Do not use 
footnotes to make citations; parenthetical citations should be integrated into the text whenever possible. Use embedded 
links whenever possible for online pieces. 

Comment has no obligation to publish submitted work, and reserves the rights to change publication dates and/or media. 
Should Comment choose not to publish a work it has solicited (in writing), a fee of 40% of the committed payment will apply.

Cardus (publisher of Comment) retains copyright to all original work we publish in all of our publications, in perpetuity, 
in all media. Individuals and organizations interested in republishing content must contact the Cardus office 
(info@cardus.ca preferred, or 905.528.8866 x28) on all requests, and may not proceed until written permission has been 
granted by a representative of Cardus. 

Further to republishing:
1. We encourage posting excerpts from our pieces, according to Fair Use guidelines: 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_use#Amount_and_substantiality
2. No full-text reprints of any Cardus print material are allowed during “shelf lives” of magazines, eg 60 days’ exclusivity for 

Convivium, 90 days’ exclusivity for Comment. As above, all requests must go through Cardus office.
3. Under no circumstances may designed Cardus documents (PDFs or scans of physical journals) be posted online.
4. Most requests for reprints of Cardus online material will be granted, with no waiting periods. As above, all requests must 

go through Cardus office.
5. Reprints must include the following credit at the top of each reprinted article:

This article originally appeared on [DATE] in [NAME OF JOURNAL, eg Comment, Convivium, etc.] ,a publication of 
CARDUS: www.cardus.ca”. 

6. Copies of print reprints, or links to online reprints, must be furnished to the Cardus office upon release.
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